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The plane and axially eqnmnetrlc problem of an equlllbrlum c~aok ln a thin 
layer, clamped between two mooth, rigid foundations, are oonaidered. !J!he 
Cr8ck Is looated syarlrefrlcally relative to the edgee of the layer and Is 
maintained ln an open state by atressea applied to Its surface. 

Equations are obtained that define the crack ln lte extended state. 
We note that the 

for the thick layer P 
roblem of a crack ln a layer was considered earlier only 
1 and 23 ; therefore It was not necessary to mke u6e 

of complex mathematlaaJ teahnlques. Par the solution of the probUm lndloa- 
ted for a thin 1-r the derivation set forth ln the paper8 [3 and 43 and 
the mathexmtleaI teehMque of Wiener-Xopf C 53 are used. 
dimensions of the craok are determined by the method applied In 6 . lbe le$tpnlse 

1. Plmo pmblom of an oqMlibori\r amok Sri a Bahia I-. In an elastic 
layer OS thlokness 2h clam@ between two smooth rigid foutwiatl~e. let a 
10 

u7 
ltudlnal crack arise and be xalntalned ln open state by-normaI sGre#ses 

p (3 applied to ltr aurfaae. The whdle syrfem of stresses Is statically 
equivalent to zero. The crack Is loaated syamctrloslly relative to the edges 
of the lager. It 1s required to detcrmlne the shape of the crack Y(X) and 
Its tlalf-length o in relation to the value of stress q(x). 

my methods of the operational calculus the problem considered my be 
reduced to the determination of a function y(x) from the foIIowlng integral 
equation ( l \ - 

--a 

Here values B and a are the elastic constants of the layer, 
(13 

(1.2) 

Let us find r(t) satlsfylng Equation 

- Kt’ (t) = M(t) 

To within a constant we obtain 

(1.3) 

*) 'JJhe kernel I Is regarded In the eenae of generalized function. 
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co 

K(t) = 
s 

L (u) sin (ut) du (1.4) 

Substituting M(t) from (1.2) Into Equation (1.1) and Integrating once by 
parta, we get 

1 r’(4) Kt” 
4--r mhq (2) __ d+-T 

h ) (1.5) 
1 

We note that the nonlntegrand vanishes evidently by virtue of the condl- 
tlon ~(*a) - 0 . 

Following [3], we obtain an asymptotic aolutlon to Equation (1.5) for 
small values of the parameter 1 = h/a , a8 the combination 

of the solutiona e(t) of an Integral equation of the Wiener-Hopi type 

(1.7) 

Here the function $ (t) = q (jLt - a), and la analytically continued In the 
region Z/ift<m. 

The solution to Equation (1.7) may be obtained ln closed form by the 
method of Wiener-Hopf. However, ln order to obtain the aolutlon suitable 
for practlaal u8e, lt la neceeaary to approximate the function ~(u to an 
appropriate expreaslon carrying out an approximate factorlzatlon [5 1 . 

Let us approximate the function L(U) a8 follows: 

(1.8) 

It 18 easily seen that the approximation (1.8) reflects correctly the 
behavior of function L(u) of the form (1.2) at zero and at lnflnlty. For 
value D I 0.64 the error of approximation ln (1.8) doea not exaeed 8$ 
for all O< u<30. 

Subsequently we reatrlct ourselves to consider the case where g(x) - 
( - conat), I.e. the crack Is stressed uniformI by internal pressure. R 
&Is ease the solution of integral equation (I.77 with approxlmatlon (1.8) 
Is given by the relation 

v/w,- D)” -_ /e-v)/27itF[(1/~-D)‘/a l/~~}(F~z~=~cu’du) 

Tables of the funcclon ~(8) are available In [7]. 
O (1.9) 

The expression for y(r) with regard to y&O) - 0 and (1.6) has the form 

~(x)=~[co(~+)-w(+)]dE (1.10) 
x 

Substituting w(t) In the form given ln (1.9) and integrating, finally 
we obtain 

7 (2) = T$ 
i 

erf rp (2) -i_ elf cp (-3~) - erf cp (0) + Fz [exp (- IJrp2 (x)) F (/I up (.c)) $ 

+ esp (- ET2 (--x)) F (--- n .r/q (- x)) - exp (- Ilqa (a) F (n’p (a))} (1.11) 
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We note that y(X) In the form of (1.12) does not reflect the shape of 
the crack in a small neighborhood of Its tips [61. 

It Is easily Seen from Equation (1.12) that for very small values of the 
parameter X = h/u , the function v(x) defining the shape of the crack tends 
to the degenerate value 

TO (x:) = qh 1 2.A (1.13) 

Assuming the crack In equlllbrlwn, we proceed now to determination of its 
half-length a , using the method given In [61. 

The coefficient of Intensity of normal stress oy (x,0) m= p(x) at x > a 
(without taking Into account cohesive forces) we will define by Equations 

0. 

We represent functions v'(q) and r(t) In the form 
‘12 f- f (4L K(t) = + -+ E (t) 

We can show that 

(1.15) 

Then 
-a 

N,,=- 
qVA. - 
- lirnvz-a 
n -Ifan x-Hz 

Computing the Integral, finally we get 

Here p Is the total stress acting on 

(1.?7) 

(P = 2qa) 

the face of the crack. 

(1.18) 

Now, following C6l we obtain the equation for determination of.the half- 
length a of the equilibrium crack 

(1.19) 

Here Is the modulus of cohesion, Introduced by Barenblatt [ 63. From 
Equation 1.19) It Is easily seen that for the decrease of relative thlck- 
ness of layer X the half-length a of the crack Is reduced proportionally 
for fixed stress p . 

Cn the basis of calculations which have been carried out, Equations (1.11) 
and (1.19) are reliable for the case h < 2. 

2. &&ally sgme$~rrlo problem of an aquiltbriua~ oradc In a thin layer, 
In an elastic layer of thickness 2h clampad between two smooth, rigid 
boundaries, let a longitudinal crack, round in the 
maintained ln an open state by normal stresses p(r P 

lan view, arise and be 
applied to ltz .sszpls 

The whole system of stresses la statically equivalent to zero. 
located synwaetrlcally with respect to the edges of the layer. 

It Is required to determine the shape of the crack y(r) and Its radius 
a in relation to the value of stresses q(r). 

The equation of the region accupled by the crack, obviously IS given by 
the relation x2 + ys< a2 (2.1) 

Let us introduce new variables by Equations [&I 

t = (u--x)/h, z=y/h (XL?) 

Substituting In (2.1) and setting A = h /a - 0 , we obtain 
t>o (2.3) 



This means that in the case of small relative thickness of layer X the 
round crack expands as~ptot~cally Into a crack, occupying the half-plane 
t>o. l 

The solution of this problem is evidently given by the relation 141 

khere m(t) is the solution to the integral e ation of Wiener-Hopf (1.71, 
'in which q(t)= q(a - At), and the function ) t) is analytically continued Y" 
in the region 2lh<t<q 

Taking into account the axial symmetry of the problem and returning to 
the old variables, we obtain 

(2.5) 

The conditions for determining the radius a of the crack are also ob- 
tained from the solution of the problem of a crack in the form of a half- 
plane. 

Let us consider, for example the case 
above statement, from Equation 11.11) we 

$‘F’ - 9 On the basis of the 
ob aln at oice 

r(r)=& erfg,(--r)+ 
{ 

Fz exp F-W (- d) F (A cp (- 4,) 
Here cp , A and P are defined by (1.12). 

The coefficient of intensity of normal stresses (1.18) is given by Equa- 
$ion 

(2.7) 

Here p is the total stress acting on the face of the crack. Then the 
condition for determination of radius a of an equilibrium crack is found 
in the form 

G=(-+)% (2.8) 

From Equation (2.8) It Is seen that as the relative thickness of layer A 
is reduced, the radius a of the crack decreases considerably slower, 

On the basis of calculatoons which have been carried out, Formulas (2.6) 
and (2.8) are reliable for the case &< 2. 
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